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TRAO background 
• 1990 - Seattle passes TRAO, authorized under RCW 59.18.440.   

 
• TRAO provides relocation assistance to tenants who are displaced due to the 

demolition, substantial rehabilitation, or change of use of residential property, 
or upon the removal of use restrictions in an assisted-housing development.   

 
• Tenants receive $3,255 in financial relocation assistance if they earn 50% or less 

of Area Median Income (AMI), half paid by the landlord and half by the City.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Under TRAO, all tenants also get more time to move, regardless of income. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Problem: 
 

Rent increases displace tenants prior to owner application for a 
demolition, renovation, or change of use permit from the city, 

which would trigger TRAO.  
 

Of 166 TRAO applications to DPD in 2014, the majority were for 
demolition, which demonstrates TRAO is not being followed for 

many instances of tenant property renovation activity. 
  

TRAO does not provide for financial assistance or additional 
notice when tenants are displaced as a result of rent increases.  

 
Tenants displaced due to rent increases prior to renovations are 

deprived of financial assistance and additional time to move. 
 





Circumventing TRAO with Economic 
Eviction  

60 days notice of 
large rent 
increase 

If renter can’t pay the 
increased rent, they 

must, within 40 days, 
give notice to vacate or 

lose security deposit 

Vacant building, property owner can 
apply for renovation, demolition, or 

change of use permits 



Proposed solution 

Tenant 
receives large 
rent increase Tenant contacts DPD 

DPD requires landlord to 
certify reasonable grounds 
for the rent increase and 

that it is not to circumvent 
the requirements of TRAO  

Owner signs certification 

“Rebuttable presumption” of a 
violation exists if tenant vacates, 

and the owner applies for a 
permit for a substantial 

rehabilitation, demolition, or 
change of use within 90 days of 

the tenant vacating AND: the 
owner did not list the unit for 

rent w/in 30 days or withdraws 
unit w/o rerenting, OR the rent 

increase was excessive per 
definition 

Owner does not sign 
certification 

a) DPD finds owner in violation 
- $1000/day penalty + owner’s 
share of relocation assistance, 

per existing law - and b) 
tenant can use failure to sign 
certification as a defense in 

eviction court 



Additional issues not in current draft 

1. Additional deterrent effect:   A. Clarify that landlord certifying no  
intention to rehabilitate the apartment and subsequently in violation 
may not acquire a building permit for 180 days without a relocation 
permit and payment of penalties.  B. define “start of violation” to be 
equivalent to the earliest date the landlord should have applied for a 
relocation license, triggered by rent increase or termination notice  
 

2. Redefine "substantial rehabilitation:" Currently limited to work requiring 
a building, electrical, plumbing or mechanical permit, and exempts work 
that costs $4,000 or less in a six month period per unit, as well exempts 
as other work including replacing kitchen cabinets, patio work, paneling 
or other surface work.  
 

3. Use authority granted in State Law (RCW 59.18.440 ): Grant tenants 
rights to Hearing Examiner hearings with respect to unlawful detainers 
related to relocation.  


